Context-aware Automatic Access Policy Specification for IoT Environments
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Abstract—Data privacy becomes a primary impediment to the realization of the IoT vision. One approach to the IoT security and privacy problem is to restrict access to sensitive data via access control and authorization models. Yet access context in IoT changes frequently raising the need for flexible and dynamic access control policies. Towards developing dynamic access control policies, context-based access control techniques are being investigated due to their robustness in assigning dynamic access permissions according to changes in context. In this paper, we propose to automate the generation of access control policies to overcome the inflexibility in traditional access policy specification techniques, and improve its adaptability to dynamic IoT environments. In our framework, we use context, attributes, and predication to describe the core access control elements. In response to access requests, our algorithm automatically produces conflict-free access control policies and makes the final access decisions at runtime. Our framework prevents non-authorized data accesses, and satisfies privacy constraints for authorized access requests in highly dynamic IoT environments. Our preliminary evaluation shows that the proposed approach offers greater flexibility and improved scalability than the current state-of-the-art methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

A recent study conducted by IoT analytics [1] to rank IoT applications based on their popularity reported that in 2016, on average, there were 60,000 Google searches issued every month for the term “smart home,” 41,000 for “smart city,” and 33,000 for “wearables.” However, the proliferation of smart devices in our surroundings enables pervasive collection, processing and dissemination of personal information, raising considerable privacy concerns among IoT users. As such, data privacy inhibits the widespread adoption of IoT. In order to unleash the full potential of IoT, smart devices should make their data accessible to interested parties (e.g., smartphones, web services) in a controlled manner; otherwise, potential IoT privacy breaches will outweigh its benefits.

One approach to the security and privacy problem in IoT is to restrict access to sensitive data via access control and authorization models. Traditional access control approaches such as Role Based Access Control (RBAC) [2], Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) [3] and Task-Based Access Control (TBAC) [4] control access to shared resources based on static considerations such as user identity, role, and attributes. However, these approaches fall short in high dynamic computing environments as is the IoT, wherein most interaction scenarios, the identity, role or attributes of whom we will be sharing our resources with might not be known in advance. Thus, instead of relying on user identity, role or attributes only, an access control policy should consider other information that is related to the access in hand, such as the condition of the surrounding environment in which the access request takes place.

Operational factors (e.g., processors, memories and operating systems), situational factors (e.g., location, time, and network security configuration) and environmental factors (e.g., temperature, humidity) are examples of information that can greatly affect access control decisions and subsequently the performance of an access control system. Hereinafter, we refer to this information collectively as context information. Context refers to any information that is considered relevant to interacting IoT entities as well as environmental conditions under which these interactions take place [5].

To point out some unique access control challenges in dynamic IoT environments, we begin by considering a dynamic access scenario where a former student is meeting their supervisor at the office. According to supervisor’s calendar, the meeting is scheduled for two hours. When the student comes on campus, based on their current context (i.e., student’s profile, location and time), they will be able granted access to some resources campus-wide such as smart parking, Wi-Fi network. As the student’s context changes (e.g., the student enters a building), they will dynamically be assigned additional access privileges such as entrance to their lab. While waiting for the supervisor, the student may not have privileges to access the lab facilities. However, when the supervisor arrives, the student’s context changes again so that during the meeting time, the coexistence of both the supervisor and student in the lab enables the student, to access lab-specific privileges (e.g., the room temperature of the lab, printer and other lab utilities).

In such scenarios, it would be impossible to define all the necessary policies for all possible situations in advance. For example, let us consider the case of a meeting that continues beyond its allotted time. It is important to ensure that the student can continue to access campus and lab resources as long as the meeting is taking place. If an unforeseen change happens, it would be necessary to modify previous policies to reflect the new context of the meeting very quickly. Without policy adaptation support, the supervisor would have to define a new policy to grant the student access to resources after
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the scheduled time of when the meeting was to end had past. However, this solution complicates policy management as policy administrator (i.e., the supervisor or the university) might not be the policy owner or the system might not be able to specify new policies promptly. This simple scenario demonstrates how dynamic context changes affect user privileges and complicates policy management in IoT. Therefore, dynamic access control policies that handle such context changing situations are inevitably a core requirement for IoT.

In this work, we focus our research on automatic policy specification as a core feature that any dynamic access control system should support. It improves the overall flexibility in managing access control policies and adaptability in dynamic IoT environments.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Access control (AC) is the process of enforcing the system security requirements on protected services and resources [6]. AC determines whether an entity has sufficient privileges to access system resources and what is or is not allowed for the entity to perform. The level of authorization that an entity can be assigned is determined by evaluating its associated properties against the rules. For example, entity associated properties would include group membership roles, credit payment for content, proximity, access history and privacy preferences.

Three primary abstractions under AC systems need to be defined: policies, models, and mechanisms [6]. While AC policies determine the high-level security rules according to which AC must be regulated, AC models provide a formal description of the AC security policy and the procedures. AC mechanisms provide the low-level functions that implement and enforce the security rules defined in the AC policies and formalized by the AC model. AC core elements represent the input upon which functions of an AC mechanism enforces the access rules defined in the AC policy. These elements include Subject which is the person, device, or a process that actively causes information to flow between system objects or that changes the system state, Object which is a passive entity that contains or receives information (e.g., thermostat, door lock, printer), Operation which refers to a certain action (e.g., read and write) invoked by a subject and applied to an object.

In RBAC, access to a resource is determined based on the relationship between users (subjects) and the organization or the administrator (policy creator) who controls access to resources (objects). RBAC simplifies policy management by grouping users with similar access needs into roles, which typically reflects the corporate structure of an organization. RBAC is easy to manage as users can be assigned to one or several roles according to their duties within the organization, which allows users to have multiple levels of access to the same resource. In addition, RBAC enables for many-to-one relationships between users and roles. Therefore, RBAC simplifies policy management by allowing for a set of access permissions to be set once for one role that is (the role) assigned to multiple users who have same access needs. However, IoT has different types of users with different access needs; this introduces many administrative and policy enforcement challenges in RBAC. For example, grouping users into roles would make it difficult to define granular access control for individual users. This results in creating additional roles to exclude specific users who fall into a particular group but do not necessarily need to have the same permissions granted as to other members of the group. Thus, RBAC is an inefficient approach in dynamic IoT environments.

ABAC controls access based on three considerations: a set of arbitrary attributes associated with users and resources, the environmental conditions that are relevant to the ongoing access request [3][7], and a set of policies that are specified based on these attributes and conditions. ABAC focuses on attributes instead of identity or roles and controls access by evaluating rules against a wide range of attributes. Controlling access based on attributes simplifies policy management as there is no need to associate access permissions directly with users, roles or groups. This flexibility enables the creation of access rules without specifying individual relationships between each subject and object. In addition, ABAC access policy is scalable in the sense that subjects need not be known in advance to the system or to the object to which access is requested. Therefore, subjects can join and leave the system without the need to modify the underlying rules that associate them. Furthermore, ABAC can make access decisions at runtime, where changes in attributes will immediately change access decisions between subsequent access requests, making ABAC a preferred model for dynamic environments.

A common issue associated with traditional access control policies is that they describe core access control elements (i.e., subject, operation, object) and their matching conditions holistically and statically. Holistic in the sense that all attributes and conditions that govern the association of the three elements are tightly coupled in the policy specification process and static in that access policies are specified at the setup time and do not change. When an access request is received, the access decision is made by verifying the conditions of the access request against a set of predefined static access control policies. If all attributes of the access request satisfy the conditions of a certain access control rule(s), access is permitted or denied based on a definition of the applicable rule(s). Figure 1 shows the decision making process in static access control with the three core elements tightly coupled.

The tight coupling describes parallel relationships between the core access control elements (i.e., subject-operation-object relationships). It limits the flexibility in policy expression and adaptation to dynamic access scenarios. In addition, modification in access policy would result in significant policy maintenance overhead (e.g., policy conflict resolution).

In an attempt to overcome the rigidity in the policy specification process, Han et al. [8] propose to adopt a hierarchical description and matching method in their policy specification process. They use attributes to describe core elements by predicates as basic facts, and layered matching rules to describe relationships between each two of the core elements (i.e., subject-operation, operation-object, and object-subject rela-
In this section, we describe the core access control elements (subject, operation, and object) using abstractions, in a key-value pair representation, which contain both the attributes that characterize elements and the guard context that determines the qualification context (or constraints) relevant to each element that controls access to resources. We build these basic abstractions and represent them in predicates as follows:

- **Element Abstraction**:
  - $element(X)$ is a descriptor represented by a tuple of the form $\{type: value, key1: value1, key2: value2, \ldots\}$. The tuple contains a key type whose value is $\{subject|operation|object\}$ to indicate this tuple is pertaining to the which of the access core elements. A descriptor is likely to contain a time and location keys that identify a certain time frame and location that control access to resources. For example, a subject must be in location $x$ and time $t$ to perform an operation of a certain object. The element descriptor is a unified fact defined by the object administrator on attributes of the access elements and their associated context. For example, the following basic abstraction represents a factual tuple for a subject $x$:
    
    $element = \{type: "subject", name: "Any", study-level: "undergraduate", advisee: "True", location: "IoTResearchLab", time: "6:00-16:00", coexistence: "True"\}$. This descriptor contains a type key, three subject attributes that basically identify the subject, and three access constraints that determine the guard context required to gain access to a protected resource. In this example, the key coexistence refers to collocation of both the requesting subject and object administrator.

- **Request Abstraction**: The ideal request abstraction consists of a request template that defines the request elements and operational context $c$. The request descriptor contains patterns of the form $req = \{type: value, key1: value1, key2: value2, \ldots\}$. For example, the following tuple represents a print service request (pertaining only to operation): $\{type: "operation", name: "print", loca-
A request descriptor matches a resource if there is an operation in the fact base (i.e., set of facts defined by administrator) that satisfies every pattern in the request template.

It is worth noting that for guard context, individual constraints can be set on simple context information (e.g., time, location, number of users, temperature readings, etc.) or it can be set on complex context information inferred by semantic rules. These are application-dependent contexts, such as personal relationship (e.g., friend of, family member, primary physician), spatial relationship (e.g., coexistence of two or more subjects, objects or both) or situational context (e.g., threat level and emergency cases).

B. Automatic Access Policy Specification

Figure 2 depicts the process of our proposed dynamic access policy specification and access decision making. Our access policy specification algorithm takes the primitive facts and the access request as inputs and automatically produces the access control decision as an output.

The algorithm shown in Listing 1 extracts the attributes and operational context information associated with the access request at runtime and uses the primitive facts defined by the policy administrator, to dynamically compute access policies in response to the access request at hand.

```
Listing 1: Automatic access control policy specification and Decision-Making

input : Primitive Facts PF, Access Request AR
output: Access Decision: Permit/Deny

begin
  for AR do
    Extract all attributes and operational context values of the subject, x = {type: "subject", key1 : value1, key2 : value2, ...}
    Extract all attributes and operational context values of the operation, y = {type: "operation", key1 : value1, key2 : value2, ...}
    Extract all attributes and operational context values of the object (if exist), z = {type: "object", key1 : value1, key2 : value2, ...}
  end
  Generate PF-query{x}, PF-query{y}, PF-query{z}.
  Result := Deny
  for all element ∈ PF do
    if ∃ element(x) and element(y) and element(z) in PF: then
      Result := Permit
      Break
    end
  end
end
```

Fig. 2: Access control decision-making based on dynamic policy specification.

The matching process in Listing 1 performs two steps:

1) Access request analysis. In our work, an access request (AR) can be interpreted as a query of three parameters: subject x, operation y, object z that asks the access engine whether subject x is permitted to perform operation y on object z under the operational context associated with the AR. Object z is not always necessary in the request. For example, a subject x may request a print service (i.e., operation y), but does specify which object of the system may provide this service. In such a case, the system must be able to find an object that accepts the requested operation and is either accessible to subject x or allows open access.

When a new AR is received, our algorithm, lines 2–9, extracts all attributes of the requesting subject, requested operation, and target object along with the operational context associated with each element of the access request. Then, it generates four patterns as follow:

- p1{x}, p2{y}, p3{z}, and p4{c}.

2) Access decision making. To evaluate the access request, our algorithm, lines 11–17, searches the PF for all combinations of the access control elements that exactly match the request patterns. Otherwise, access is denied by default.

IV. USE CASE: ACCESS TO UNIVERSITY RESOURCES

Bob is a graduate student who has a meeting with his supervisor Alice at the office. According to Alice, all students under her supervision may access resources in the office and lab rooms only from within these rooms and during specific time frames. Examples of the resources that Alice is sharing: lab door lock (DL), air conditioner (AC) located in her office and printers (P) located in both rooms. As a resource administrator, Alice defines the attributes and guard
context for the three types of resources she administers based on the following regulations and assumptions:

- A subject is described by four attributes and three contextual conditions as in Table I.
- An operation is described by three attributes and two contextual conditions as in Table II.
- An object is described by four attributes and two contextual conditions as in Table III.

Assume the following are the facts Alice sets to control access to her devices:

R1: Graduate students may have local access to the lab room and printers at any time.
R2: Undergraduate students may only access the lab and its printers from 8:00 to 16:00.
R3: Graduate advisees can control office AC and printer only when Alice coexists with them in the office.

### A. Primitive fact generation

According to the resource profiles in Tables I to III and Alice’s access regulations R1-R3, the system can generate a set of primitive facts as shown in Tables IV. These facts can be generated through a user-friendly interface from the fact description and presented to Alice for final approval.

### B. How it works

While waiting for his supervisor, Bob decides to enter the lab and print the meeting agenda at approximately 12:00 PM. In order to get access to the lab resources, Bob needs to issue two access requests: the first request is to enter the lab room and second is to access the printer. When Bob submits the request, our algorithm extracts all attributes and operational context associated with this access request and generates the following queries to the access policy (i.e., PF):

```
```

```
p2={type: "operation", "operation-name: "print", study-level: "graduate", operation-name: "controlDL", location: "office"}.
```

---

**TABLE I: Student attributes and guard context.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute/Guard-Context</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>student-name</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>study-level</td>
<td>{graduate, undergraduate}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advisee</td>
<td>{True, False}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>{Office, Lab}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coexistence</td>
<td>{True, False}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II: Operation attributes and guard context.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute/Guard-Context</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operation-name</td>
<td>{print, controlDL, controlAC}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>study-level</td>
<td>{graduate, undergraduate}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location</td>
<td>{Office, Lab}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>24 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III: Object attributes and guard context.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute/Guard-Context</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>type</td>
<td>object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object-name</td>
<td>{DL, P, AC}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>study-level</td>
<td>{graduate, undergraduate}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operation-name</td>
<td>{print, controlDL, controlAC}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location</td>
<td>{Office, Lab}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>24 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV: Primitive facts.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PF</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PF1</td>
<td>{type: &quot;subject&quot;, study-level: &quot;graduate&quot;, location: &quot;lab&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF2</td>
<td>{type: &quot;subject&quot;, study-level: &quot;undergraduate&quot;, location: &quot;lab&quot;, time: &quot;08:14:00&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF3</td>
<td>{type: &quot;operation&quot;, operation-name: &quot;controlDL&quot;, study-level: &quot;graduate&quot;, location: &quot;lab&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF4</td>
<td>{type: &quot;operation&quot;, operation-name: &quot;print&quot;, study-level: &quot;graduate&quot;, location: &quot;lab&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF5</td>
<td>{type: &quot;operation&quot;, operation-name: &quot;controlDL&quot;, study-level: &quot;undergraduate&quot;, location: &quot;lab&quot;, time: &quot;08:00-16:00&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF6</td>
<td>{type: &quot;operation&quot;, operation-name: &quot;print&quot;, study-level: &quot;undergraduate&quot;, location: &quot;lab&quot;, time: &quot;08:00-16:00&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF7</td>
<td>{type: &quot;object&quot;, object-name: &quot;DL&quot;, study-level: &quot;undergraduate&quot;, operation-name: &quot;controlDL&quot;, location: &quot;lab&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF8</td>
<td>{type: &quot;object&quot;, object-name: &quot;P&quot;, study-level: &quot;graduate&quot;, operation-name: &quot;print&quot;, location: &quot;lab&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF9</td>
<td>{type: &quot;object&quot;, object-name: &quot;DL&quot;, study-level: &quot;undergraduate&quot;, operation-name: &quot;controlDL&quot;, location: &quot;lab&quot;, time: &quot;08:00-16:00&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF10</td>
<td>{type: &quot;object&quot;, object-name: &quot;P&quot;, study-level: &quot;undergraduate&quot;, operation-name: &quot;print&quot;, location: &quot;lab&quot;, time: &quot;08:00-16:00&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF11</td>
<td>{type: &quot;subject&quot;, study-level: &quot;graduate&quot;, advisee: &quot;true&quot;, location: &quot;office&quot;, coexistence: &quot;true&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF12</td>
<td>{type: &quot;operation&quot;, operation-name: &quot;controlAC&quot;, study-level: &quot;graduate&quot;, location: &quot;office&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF13</td>
<td>{type: &quot;operation&quot;, operation-name: &quot;print&quot;, study-level: &quot;graduate&quot;, location: &quot;office&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF14</td>
<td>{type: &quot;object&quot;, object-name: &quot;DL&quot;, study-level: &quot;graduate&quot;, operation-name: &quot;controlDL&quot;, location: &quot;office&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF15</td>
<td>{type: &quot;object&quot;, object-name: &quot;P&quot;, study-level: &quot;graduate&quot;, operation-name: &quot;print&quot;, location: &quot;office&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF16</td>
<td>{type: &quot;object&quot;, object-name: &quot;AC&quot;, study-level: &quot;graduate&quot;, operation-name: &quot;controlAC&quot;, location: &quot;office&quot;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"controlDL", study-level: "graduate"}.

\[p3={\text{type: "object", object-name: "DL", study-level: "graduate", operation-name: "controlDL"}}\].

\[p4={\text{type: "context", location: "lab", time: "12:00"}}\].

Based on key-value pair matching, the request patterns collectively match the primitive facts \(PF_1, PF_3\) and \(PF_5\). Therefore, access to the lab room is granted. Similarly, in addition to the previous \(p1\) and \(p4\) the following patterns are extracted from a print access request:

\[p5={\text{type: "operation", operation-name: "print ", study-level:"graduate"}}\].

\[p6={\text{type: "object", object-name:"P", study-level: "graduate", operation-name: "print"}}\].

These patterns \(p1, p5, p6\) and \(p4\) collectively match \(PF_1, PF_4\) and \(PF_8\). Therefore, access to the printer in the lab room is granted.

Now, suppose that the context changes when Alice arrives and asks Bob to meet with her in her office, our context manager will capture changes in Bob’s context (e.g., location: “office” and coexistence: “true”) and inform the access engine to re-check the validity of ongoing requests. Bob’s access privileges might be affected or even current access rights could be revoked. In our scenario, Bob now may access the printer in Alice’s office. For any upcoming print requests issued by Bob, the system will notify Bob with the list of available services ranked by proximity and let Bob decide which service to choose. Should Bob issue another print request, the algorithm extracts the new context and generates the following context pattern, in addition to the previous ones, and send them all to the access engine for evaluation:

\[p7={\text{type: "context", location: "office", time: "12:00", coexistence: "True"}}\].

This request \((p1, p5, p6\) and \(p7\)) matches \(PF_{11}, PF_{13}\) and \(PF_{16}\) and a print access to Bob on Alice's office printer is granted.

It is worth mentioning that our framework allows the policy administrator to define different primitive facts for the same object such that the same subject may have multiple access levels on this object. In addition, for those users with multiple access levels, our algorithm always grants the least access privileges a subject may require to accomplish certain tasks. Thus preventing unnecessary or unintended accesses that may impair the privacy of the object administrator. For example, assume in our use case scenario that the printer in Alice’s office has two printing modes \{BW, color\} where graduate students may only print color documents in the time frame 14:00 - 16:00. In this case, Alice needs to define a new operation for color printing or update the current print operation by adding supported modes as follows:

\[{\text{type: "object", object-name: "P", operation-name: "print ", mode: \{ "BW, color\}, study-level: "graduate", location: "office", time: "14:00-16:00"}}\]

\[{\text{type: "operation", operation-name: "print", default: "BW", mode: "color", study-level: "graduate", location: "office", time: "14:00-16:00"}}\]

If Bob issues an access request during the above mentioned time frame to access the printer in Alice’s office without specifying the printing mode, the matching algorithm will use the default key; otherwise, the requested mode will be evaluated. If the request matches multiple operations due to relaxed constraints, the algorithm will always grant the least privileges. For example, if printing mode is not specified, the print request will always grant the BW printing mode.

V. Evaluation of Access Policy Management

To evaluate the proposed approach, we compare our automatic policy specification method with traditional approach such as RBAC. We perform the comparison from the policy management perspective including adding a new user, adding new access rule and policy conflict resolution.

A. Adding new user

Let’s assume Jane is a new graduate student who has just joined Alice’s research team. To add Jane as a new user in RBAC, the system administrator needs perform the following steps:

1) Analyze Jane’s access needs based on her attributes (e.g., graduate student, under the supervision of Alice).
2) If there exists an equivalent role, assign Jane to the appropriate organizational role (e.g., graduate student) that satisfies her access needs. Otherwise, create a new role.

When Jane issues an access request, the request is matched to a set of manually preconfigured and static access rules that are stored in an access policy database, where user-role and role-permission assignments are tightly coupled in the specification of each rule. Then, the access request is either granted or denied based on the implementation of applicable access rule(s).

Our approach makes it easier and scalable to add Jane as new user. The policy administrator does not need to add/define Jane’s attributes to the basic facts maintained by the system, unless she has unique attributes that has not been defined already (e.g., Jane is a postdoc or research assistant). Further, our algorithm does not maintain permanent access policies, but rather it generates the applicable policies on the fly at runtime and makes access decisions based on the primitive facts. Thus, Jane’s request will be evaluated using submitted credentials against primitive facts.
B. Adding new rule

In traditional access control systems, access rules may be specified by different authorities at different times for several purposes. Therefore, these rules may conflict with each other, allowing unintentional access to sensitive information. A straightforward definition of rules conflict is provided by Jajodia et al. [9], which states that a conflict occurs when contradicting access rights are granted to an individual entity. Detecting rule conflict is challenging. It involves identification of the conflicting rules and detecting the type of conflict among them at runtime. In addition, it requires dynamic verification to ensure conformance with security requirements specified by access policies.

Typically, access control systems adopt various conflict detection methods [10, 11] and conflict resolution strategies (e.g., first applicable rule, if one applicable rule, permit dominate, deny dominate) [12] to resolve conflicts in access policies or rules. In particular, Rule-Based RBAC with negative authorization [13] was proposed to overcome some limitations in RBAC including conflict resolution policies. Our approach does not store access policies in their final representation permanently, but rather the context-rich primitive facts directly related to access control elements. Access decisions are made on the fly solely on primitive facts. Thus, the system guarantees a conflict-free access policy. Every time a context changes, the system triggers a re-evaluation of ongoing granted access; context changes may mandate limitations on or even revocation of granted access. For example, to prevent graduate students from accessing printers in the lab room, we only need to update/delete primitive fact(s) that have the following three pairs: {study-level: "graduate", object-name: "P", location: "lab"}. Therefore, the matching algorithm will not result in positive access decisions that require the existence of any of the deleted primitive facts. Hence, all subsequent access requests from graduate student to printers in the lab will be denied. To make it easier to enable back these permissions, we can add a key-pair attribute to each primitive fact that shows its status such that: status: {"active", "disabled"}, where active means it is in effect and disable means it’s currently suspended. The system will then only match against active facts and ignore those that are suspended.

VI. Conclusion

In IoT environments, users and resources are expected to join and leave the system quite often. This may result in frequent changes in the context under which these entities may interact. This raises the essential need for dynamic access policy management to protect resources from unauthorized access without too much upfront overhead as well as to maintain high system flexibility and scalability. In this work, we propose an automatic access policy specification framework based on primitive facts that describe the core access control elements in predicates. Primitive facts are represented by an extendable tuple of key-value pairs that include both attributes that characterize the entity and context under which access is granted. Our algorithm generates access control policies and makes access decisions on the fly at the access request time. It improves the adaptability of the access policy in highly dynamic computing environments such as IoT.
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